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ABSTRACT: In this modern era, mostly all wireless software applications are hacked and injected because of 
several harmful activities. Henceforth, different frameworks were developed to measure the security level in 
software systems. Especially, the penetration testing (PT) model is mostly worn by all applications to make 
the attack vulnerability assessment. To secure the system, initially the behaviour of attacks should be 
analysed and that is trained in specific agent or software module. Based on the trained activities the specific 
verification system can predict the present malicious activities. Furthermore, the verification agent or system 
should be automated to find the harmful activities in any time. Also, the PT is utilized in both hardware and 
software gadgets, it is processed based on the support of software functions. In other case, the Machine 
Learning (ML) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) model is functioned to process the attack behaviour in 
software systems. Moreover, in this review the usage of PT is elaborated in dissimilar ways for different 
applications. Subsequently, the performance of PT framework is differed based on its each software or 
applications. 
Keywords: Software, Penetration Testing, attack, vulnerability assessment, network, wireless medium 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, the wireless interconnected digital application is growing very fast; also the 

wireless technology is significant in all fields such as, economics, government, etc [1]. 

Beside these each individuals also need this wireless less environment every day [2]. Thus 

the wireless technology is become a part of life [16]. Moreover, to collapse the wireless 

technology and to improve the hacking technology [40], several attacks are created and 

launched in network system [4]. In addition, there are several types of attacks some attacks 
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are stole the password and secret pin number of connected device to hack the system and 

some attacks monitor [43] and control the entire connected system [17]. To check the 

hardware components like computer or any other Internet of Things (IoT) penetration 

examine procedure is used [18]. Testing in software turn the interest of network operators, 

because the continuous delay in any application [19] is raise because of software error or 

error in code implementation. In recent the software test based on penetration method ear 

high accuracy rate of attack prediction and characterization [8]. Thus a numbers of threat 

based testing models are introduced to detect the unexpected abnormal activities during the 

execution of code [20].  

The key focus of this PT model is to specify the threat during code execution [10]. 

Moreover, several units are present in the software model each unit are linked with one 

another and integrated with whole system [11]. The performance of the system is evaluated 

based on the unit intersection in the entire system [12]. In this modern decade, the tool PT is 

designed with many facilities like scanners, attack vulnerability assessment, security 

evaluation [21]. Thus, the designed facilities improve the system performance [14]. 

Moreover, the Pt also functioned based on two roles that are human interface based PT and 

automated PT [22]. For the Human interface PT, the each attack behaviour should be trained 

before the process from that the PT model can detect the attack [23] while it happens in 

software framework [24]. But for the automated system the detection process is in the manner 

of automated, one of the agent is fixed in the system to monitor the harmful activities [25].  
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Fig.1 Process of Software’s and network system with different interruption 
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PT is the best approach that is mostly used in software testing but the PT is the both hardware 

and software model [26]. The process of network application with the presence of some 

interruption is elaborated in fig.1. Thus the process of PT is functioned manually, and its 

examine series is very long [28]. To enhance the efficiency of software testing [29], 

automated tools and methods should introduced [30]. In addition, several automated PT 

systems are introduced but most of tools only scan the attack vulnerabilities [31], also it is 

scalable in nature. So it could not have the capability to function in dynamic fields [32]. 

Henceforth, this detailed review explained advantages and process of each PT model.   

 

2. PT BASED SECURITY EVALUATION   
NuthanMunaiah et al [46] proposed a completion approach to collect and monitor the 

behaviour of harmful activities. The developed model is functioned based on penetration 

testing. Moreover, crucial security in wireless management is software security; in many 

cases the control measure of software frame model is questionable. Beside these, a function 

adversary in the network medium is severe threats in software system. In addition, the 

success rate of the projected model is evaluated using some specific dataset. The attack 

prediction in network is crucial task, Zukri et al [47] proposed a novel penetration examine 

system to describe the behaviour of attack vulnerabilities. To monitor the behaviour of attack 

vulnerabilities one of the agents is injected in the system. Moreover, the process of agent 

penetration system is done by reinforcement learning mechanism. In addition, the 

cryptography process also functioned to secure the secret information. 
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Fig.2 Verification procedure to check the security 
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To maximize the production rate in digital flied, software quality testing is the major concern. 

In addition, less production rate and low quality rate in digital application is attained because 

of software damage. The verification procedure of software testing is detailed in fig.2. The 

quality of software is estimated in the manner of series frame work because estimating the 

software for it harmful activities are the continuous process. Regarding this, Subhash 

Chandra Jat et al [48] proposed agreement based on service level to enhance the process of 

penetration test. Henceforth, in this proposed model the dissimilar way of penetration test is 

surveyed to improve the process of penetration test. This kind of examining offers a 

compressed and controlled method to identify the security problems.  

 

2.1 ML with PT for evaluating attack vulnerability  

The advances of AI techniques turn the researcher’s interest towards to improve the specific 

application based on AI techniques [33]. On the other hand, the penetration methods are 

varied in complexity and computational measures [34].  

The general process to protect the network from abnormal activities is termed as penetration 

test. In present several different penetration models are discovered but those are high resource 

consuming and standard less. In the same way different ML models are developed however, 

each model met specific threat. So, Mohamed C et al [49] projected an intelligent based 

automation with industrial frameworks to enable the test details after the completion of 

software inspection. Thus the PT plays a chief role in cyber security area to audit the statistics 

and protect the software from the harmful activities. Protecting the digital sector and modern 

application is the crucial task in network environment. In other definition, an exercise of 

security is penetration test; it supports to run the software as fast as earlier. Fabio Massimo 

Zennaro& Laszlo Erdodi [50] have analysed several risk module to develop an efficient 

penetration technique to estimate the software quality. Consequently, reinforcement Q- 

learning strategy is projected to find the hacking activities in the network medium. 

PhilippZech et al [51] announced a new approach to test and qualify the software based on 

log regression model. This proposed model is functioned based on the interface level to test 

the software quality. Furthermore, the risk profile is updated based on the analysis of security 

risk in an entire system. Here, the logic regression means, a pack of rules that is applied to 

predict the harmful behaviour.  
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2.2 AI base PT to make the system assessment 

System PT is a significant frame to maintain the security in an information system. Yu Ye et 

al [52] described the difficulties during the process of PT, the high risk is found during the 

prediction of artificial storm. The key challenge rise in web application is rising loses in the 

form of security flaws. Here, J. K. Alhassan et al [53] elaborated a novel fuzzy model is 

created in assessment testing approach to protect the stored information. Several neural 

networks are applicable to solve the problem in software tools to estimate the security level in 

each application. Artem Tetskyi et al [54] developed choice based neural system to solve the 

security problems.  
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Fig.3 Assessment of protection model 

The assumption of fault generally includes location of fault node location of data and target 

devices [35]. The assessment of protection model is shown in fig.3. Thus the attack models 

are functioned based on the each specific program. In another module, the PT is applied in 

WSN to estimate the system security. Moreover, this test contains assessment report based on 

the measure of system vulnerability. Thus the PT is processed in the manner of both wired 

and wireless model. George D. O’Mahony et al [65] developed radios framework based on 

software defined model, this model has provided whole security for entire system to improve 

the system performance. It evaluation is shown in fig.4. 
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Fig.4 Performance of radio based model 

3. ATTACK VULNERABILITIES ASSESSMENT IN SOFTWARE 

The sudden growth of computer application maximizes the complex rate to process the 

operation [36]. Because of its complexity and several software models it is vulnerable to 

attack. The presence of attack in software model causes several harmful activities like 

hacking, id stole, etc. For that YuganshKhera et al [55] projected assessment of attack 

vulnerabilities, thus the develop model updated the status of security measures frequently. 

Seungsoo Lee et al [56] described Software defined PT to validate the attack vulnerabilities 

in software environment. In the result, the successive rate of software defined model is 

estimated by analysing the test report. Thus the projected model records the 26 types of attack 

behaviour. Moreover, here the proposed PT is names as DELTA. The wireless connected 

device is the key paradigm in digital world; several smart devices are fixed with devices and 

various home applications to monitor and to achieve its task. Because of wireless 

environment the harmful activities occur in network medium is invisible, so that it is 

vulnerable to attack [70]. Moreover, to prevent all kinds of attack scheduling the types of 

harmful activities is the key concern.   
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Fig.5 Attack module in software system 

The process of attack module in software system is elaborated in fig.5. Thus Bako Ali et al 

[57] made the assessment for attack vulnerabilities in home smart applications. In addition, 

from this assessment the most of attack vulnerabilities are highlighted and recorded to make 

the aware about these kinds of malicious activities [69].  With the rapid growth of smart grid 

creation, the physical system of cyber is designed different multi dimensional system that is 

heterogeneous in nature. The interface among the power campaigns might maximize the 
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depended to the distributed cyber and power system. Rong Fu et al [58] developed an 

assessment for security measures to validate the level of attack vulnerabilities. Finally, the 

validation results analysed the throughput variation of different methods. On the other hand 

an important system in network is low power consumed network connection. The wireless 

smart applications are functioned based on the support of software system. For that Rashmi 

Sahay et al [59] announced the rank based model to arrange the sensor nodes in wireless 

environment. Also, the harmful activities like denial of Service (DoS) in distributed manner 

cause huge damage to the software system. So to evaluate the powerful rate of attack a 

graphical system is updated, at the final several graphs are obtained to reflect the attack 

effectiveness.  The chief reason of security threat is expansion of cloud applications [67]. 

Also estimating the security range of cloud application is not simple task. So, numeral kind of 

monitoring system is developed to observe the behaviour of software system while running 

[68]. Especially, PT is the finest power module to test the current running software with good 

accuracy. So to provide the good assessment, the framework of penetration model should be 

enhanced. To predict the types of harmful activities the tool PT should have the knowledge 

about behaviour of attack. So, Valentina Casola et al [60] developed a knowledge based 

system in PT to identify the harmful activities with high accuracy. Dissimilar, methods are 

processed to strengthen the security in web application including mobile. The most frequently 

utilized framework to make the detail assessment of system security is PT. Thus Michele 

Peroli et al [61] proposed model based system as security validating model; this approach is 

automated often to achieve the task. Also, several case studies are evaluated to check the 

success rate of the developed model.  In other case, Tomas Zitta et al [62] explained that PT 

as intrusion prediction system in all software applications. Moreover, when the PT is 

processed as defeat prediction model then it is flexible in nature. 

3.1 Software agent 

The subset of ML is reinforcement learning [37], the quality assessment of software is 

validated with some specific kind of software agent [38]. In reinforcement learning, humans 

supports also need in some cases, these issues reduce the uniqueness of the system [39].  
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So Sujita Chaudharyet al [63] developed automated based post breach PT approach to 

assess the security level and attack efficiency. To process this function, primarily, one of the 

software agents is train to the system. The agent based security examine model is shown in 

fig.6. Ge Chu and Alexei Lisitsa [64] introduced belief based agent PT systems; this agent 

initiated its function based on its target applications. Before the initiation of function process 

it stores all target information, so when any information is get injected then it automatically 

detects that.  Thus it attained massive accuracy for software testing. The practice of software 

security is processed to reduce the attack vulnerabilities. Thus Gary McGraw et al [44] 

conducted the software security framework process to diminish the vulnerabilities of attack.  

The most vulnerabilities models are utilized to find the error in execution code, because the 

error in execution node might increase the attack vulnerability rate. Hala Assal and Sonia 

Chiasson [42] describe several steps to improve security measure in each application.   Here, 

the analyzement is initiated with design stage several themes are designed to provide the 

security for different applications. Malicious activities have two frames that are fault attack 

and attack design. To attack the target system, the adversaries inject the harmful program into 

several ways like encryption module, monitoring module etc. BilgidayYuce et al [41] noticed 

that each harmful activity functioned through each instruction cycle. Also the software model 

for PT was designed based assumption of hardware execution.  
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4. Performance Testing 

The report of this detailed review is described in this performance testing section. The 

method PT has been processed from past decade to still now, sever model in PT is introduced 

to check the security level for each software and hardware components. Moreover, The PT is 

utilized for assessment frame work, different studies described and process the PT procedure 

in different way to check the attack occurrences possibility of each system. The performance 

of some specific model is shown in table.1 and table.2. 

Table.1 Performance of some specific reviewed articles 

Author approach Merits Demerits 

NuthanMunaiah et al 

[46] 

MITRE 

ATT&CK  frame 

 Penetrating method 

 Functioning by 

controlling the 

software process 

 Record the 

behaviour of attack 

 It utilized need 

more resources 

 It takes too time 

Zukri et al [47] Training agent 

and crypto model 

 Monitoring 

mechanism is 

utilized to monitor 

the system 

performance 

 Password control 

 Also encryption 

function is used to 

hide the 

information from 

the attack 

 In some case the 

encryption 

algorithm is 

break by 

malicious 

activities 

Subhash Chandra Jat 

et al  [48] 

Agreement 

model 

 It process the PT 

model in different 

way to detect the 

harmful activities 

 Examine model 

 But the attacks 

like DoS escape 

from its 

monitoring 
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Mohamed C et al 

[49] 

Intelligent based 

automation 

 It worn to audit the 

data 

 Predict the attack 

like cyber 

 Very less 

processing time 

 Complex to 

design 

Fabio Massimo 

Zennaro & Laszlo 

Erdodi [50] 

Reinforcement 

Q-learning 

 It inspects several 

risk model 

 Find hacking 

activities 

 

PhilippZech et al 

[51] 

Log regression 

model 

 It developed 

interface model  

 It updates the risk 

profile 

 The rules are 

differed based 

on the attack 

efficiency 

J. K. Alhassan et al 

[53] 

Fuzzy approach  It created 

assessment profile 

of attack 

vulnerability  

 Software 

estimation 

 

ArtemTetskyi et al 

[54] 

Choice based 

neural system 

 Initially, it 

evaluates the 

characteristics of 

each attack 

 This model 

attained very 

less accuracy in 

attack prediction 

SeungsooLee et al 

[56] 

Software defined 

PT 

 It produced the 

report of software 

test 

 It records 26 types 

of attack 
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Bako Ali et al [57] Assessment 

frame work 

 It checked the 

vulnerability of 

homemade 

applications 

 Make the 

awareness about 

malicious activities 

 This model is 

failed to predict 

the attack in 

other 

applications. 

Rong Fu et al [58] Security 

assessment 

 It measure the level 

of attack 

vulnerability 

 The variation of 

throughput is 

estimated 

 

RashmiSahay et al 

[59] 

Rank based 

model 

 The efficiency of 

each attack is 

represent in 

graphical structure 

 Because of 

graphical 

representation it 

needs more 

resources 

SujitaChaudhary et 

al [63] 

Machine learning 

Training agent 

 Cyber-attack 

prediction 

 It check the 

vulnerability of 

system frequently 

 Automated PT 

 Check for sensitive 

files 
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Table.2 Performance Statistics of specific Software testing model 

Author techniques model applications version Severity 

analysis 

design Tool 

Amankwa

h et al [1] 

automated 
framework 
 

Vulnerabi

lity 

checking 

 SQL  

injection 

 Site 

scripting 

2.5 8 medium OWASP

ZAP 

Corteggia

ni et al [3] 

embedded 

frame work 

Inspectio

n 

debugger  

 C++ 1.3 8 crashes  complex KLEE 

Thales 

Teixeira et 

al  [5] 

V2P Performa

nce 

investigat

ion 

Wi-Fi 802.11  complex OMNeT

++ 

50s 

Aparicio 

Carranza 

et al [6] 

Investigation 

of clustered 

connected 

device 

Verificati

on model 

 Raspberry

pi 

 python 

4,7,1 3 to 4 

node 

- Kali 

linux 

Schwartz 

et al [7] 

Automated 

PT 

RL C++ 3.5.0 1  hard python 

Casolaet 

al [9] 

Cloud PT Agreeme

nt level 

- - - hard OpenVas 

tool 

Mahmood

i et al [12] 

Virtual 

prototype 

Model-

driven 

scheme 

C/C++ 

H/W or S/W 

- - complex Sniffer 

tool 

Luswata et 

al  [13] 

External PT Monitorin

g model 

 3.0 9 to 10 - Smod 

 

Lescisin et 

al [15] 

Dynamic 

analysis 

Software 

based 

 java 

 HTML 

 SQL 

71293  complex Memory 

safety 

tool 
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Anomaly Detection System (ADS) is capable to process in multi software environment. Here 

the key module in the projected method is heterogeneous model. In addition it supports to 

detect the malicious behaviour in hardware components also based on PT method [27]. Its 

outcome is described in fig 7. 

 

Fig.7 performance of ADS and smart contracts approach 

After the scanning process, vulnerabilities and detected attacks are list out. In addition, the 

tool OpenVAS is operated manually to find the attack in connected devices. Consequently 

based on the report attack specification is processed. On the other hand, block chain the 

trending technology in software environment to store the large records but it lack in security. 

Several cryptographic techniques were introduced to stop the security threat but still it is not 

up to desired level. So that Reza M. Parizi et al [66]  proposed automatic smart contracts 

model to check the attack vulnerability often. Moreover, in this recent era the method smar 

contracts for block chain is growing very fast. Thus it contains several model in that specific 

model smart contracts. 
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The validation of each method is unique here, Valentina Casola et al [9] estimated the 

number of present user in the network layer for 1 min. Moreover, cloud PT model is 

introduced to measure the security assessment and attack vulnerabilities. In cloud computing 

environment, one of the virtual machines is act as scanning tool. Thus the scanning process is 

performed by several test exploit that is shown in fig.8.  

 

Fig.8 Statistics of Cloud PT model 

 

The wireless paradigm is automated for data transmission, but it lacks in security because of 

harmful activities. So Thales Teixeira de Almeida et al [5] did the security validation in 

wireless frame model to reduce the security risk. In addition, the application adopted for that 

research is Vehicular framework, i.e Vehicular to peer (V2P). It function process is detailed 

in fig.9. To make the security check in software’s, PT is the key methods that involves 

different functions [5]. Here, AI is used for automated PT model. Thus, the attained grades 

are exposed in fig.9. 
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Fig.9 Performance of V2P, Automated PT and Embedded system 

Embedded models are efficiently process in several appliances but still the connected gadgets 

meet several issues because of less security. As the reason of less security the embedded 

model is vulnerable to get attack [3]. Thus the performance of embedded approach is 

elaborated in fig,9. In some cases, dynamic model are better than static model to evaluate that 

Michael Lescisin and Qusay H. Mahmoud [15] described the research based on dynamic 

tools.  

 

Fig.10 Performance of dynamic tools 
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The dynamic tools are run with the support of software models such as java, SQL and 

HTML. Finally, the benefits and limitations are listed systematically. Moreover, the leakage 

in memory model is happened because of data overload, so to avoid the leakage data traffic 

should be reduced. Thus the success rate of dynamic tool analysis is explained in fig.10. Thus 

from the validation, it is proved that software testing is differed and unique for each method.  

5. Conclusion  

From the broad review several approaches are studied and described based on security 

testing. In the most events, some literatures described that to detect and prevent the faulty 

activities in network or software application, pre knowledge about the behaviour of attack is 

more important. Moreover, the reviewed approaches verified that without the knowledge of 

malicious behaviour detection of attack is impossible. So that in many cases the security test 

framework is failed. In addition, the scheme PT is mostly worn in all applications to check 

the malicious vulnerability assessment. Also the PT model is processed in different way for 

different purpose to meet the target; its key target is to report the malicious events and 

vulnerability measures of connected system. On the other hand agent based model is 

introduced with ML and RL approaches to improve the performance of PT model. But still 

the high accuracy of PT model for attack detection is 80%. So to enhance the exactness 

measure of attack identification in future, a hybrid deep learning model with hybrid 

optimization approach should be developed. Moreover, it will reduce the design complexity 

rate. 
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